THE FOLLOWING SIGNS MAY BE USED IN ALL CLASS LEVELS
Start
Finish
Halt

Sit
Right Turn

N, I, A, X, M- #5
Left Turn
About Turn Right
About "U" Turn
270° Right
270° Left
360° Right
360° Left
Call
Front
Finish Right
Forward

N, I, A, X, M- #13
Call Front Finish Left Forward
Call Front Finish Right Sit
Slow Pace
Fast Pace
Normal Pace
Moving Side Step Right
Spiral Left
Dog Inside

N, I, A, X, M- #22
Straight
Figure 8
Weave Twice
Serpentine Weave Once
Call Front

1 Step Back

2 Steps Back

3 Steps Back

N, I, A, X, M- #26

Halt

Halt

Halt
Stop and Down
Fast Forward From Sit Halt
Left About Turn
Halt

Down
Walk Around
Figure 8
No Distractions
Halt

Right Turn - Forward

N, I, A, X, M- #33
Halt

Left

Turn - Forward
Call Front
Return to Heel
Loop Right
Loop Left
Diagonal Right
Diagonal Left
Off Set Serpentine Right
Off Set
Serpentine Left

N, I, A, X, M- # 42
THE FOLLOWING SIGNS MAY BE USED IN THE INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, EXCELLENT AND MASTER CLASSES

EXCEPT SIGN 103 MAY NOT BE USED IN THE INTERMEDIATE OR MASTER CLASSES
Halt

About Turn Right
Forward
Halt

About "U" Turn Forward

I, A, X, M- #102
Send Over Jump

Handler Passes By
Turn Right
1 Step
Call to Heel
Halt
90° Pivot Right

Halt

Halt

I, A, X, M- #106
Off-Set

Figure 8
Side Step
Right

Halt

Halt
Call
Front
Finish Right

Halt
Halt

I, A, X, M- #110
Halt

Down

Sit
Halt

Pivot
Right - Forward

I, A, X, M- #116
Halt

Pivot

Left - Forward
Halt

Leave 2 Steps

Call to Heel

Forward
Right Turn
Dog Circles
Right
Forward
Left Turn
Dog Circles
Right Forward
Step in Front
Finish Right
Forward Forward
Step in Front
Finish Left
Forward
2 Side Steps Right Forward
THE FOLLOWING SIGNS MAY BE USED IN THE EXCELLENT AND MASTER CLASSES

EXCEPT SIGN 210 AND 298 MAY NOT BE USED IN THE MASTER CLASS
Moving Stand
Walk Around
Moving Down
Walk Around
Back Up
3 Steps
Down

While Heeling

Call to Finish

Sit
Stand
While Heeling
Call to Finish
Sit
Stand
Leave – Sit
Call Front Finish
Sit
Stand
Leave – Down
Call Front Finish
Sit
Send To Jump
Double Left About Turn
About
Turn
Right
About U
Turn
Right

Turn

About

Turn

About U
Stand
Right Turn
Forward
Stand

Left Turn

Forward
Dog
Circles
Right
Sit
Sit
Stay
Call
THE FOLLOWING SIGNS MAY BE USED IN THE MASTER CLASS
Recall Over Jump
Finish
Right Turn
Forward
Directional Arrow
Recall Over Jump
Finish
Left Turn
Forward
Directional Arrow
Recall Over Jump
Finish
About Turn
Forward
Directional Arrow
Call Front

Move 2 Side Steps Right

Finish Forward
Call Front
Move 2 Side Steps Left
Finish Forward
Send Away Sit
Return
Follow Arrow Forward
Directional Arrow
Send Away Sit
Return
Follow Arrow
Right
Directional Arrow
Send Away Sit
Return
Follow Arrow Left
Directional Arrow
Back Up 3 Steps
Right Back Up 1 or 2 Steps
Forward
Back Up 3 Steps

Left Back Up 1 or 2 Steps

Forward
Backup 3 Steps
Stand & Leave
Call to Finish
Forward
Dog Spins Right

Forward
Dog Spins Left Forward
Cloverleaf
Double Left About Turn Right Turn
Double Left About Turn Left Turn
Leave
Recall
Finish Right
Sit
Side By Side
360 Right Circle
Side By Side
360 Left Circle
Dog Circles Right
Handler Circles Left

M- #321
Stand

Leave 2 Steps

Call to Heel